Stabilizing Nanometer Scale Tip-to-Substrate Gaps in Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy Using an Isothermal Chamber for Thermal Drift Suppression
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ABSTRACT: The control of a nanometer-wide gap between tip and substrate is critical for nanoscale applications of scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). Here, we demonstrate that the stability of the nanogap in ambient conditions is significantly compromised by the thermal expansion and contraction of components of an SECM stage upon a temperature change and can be dramatically improved by suppressing the thermal drift in a newly developed isothermal chamber. Air temperature in the chamber changes only at $\sim 0.2 \text{ mK/min}$ to remarkably and reproducibly slow down the drift of tip–substrate distance to $\sim 0.4 \text{ nm/min}$ in contrast to $5\sim 150 \text{ nm/min}$ without the chamber. Eventually, the stability of the nanogap in the chamber is limited by its fluctuation with a standard deviation of $\pm 0.9 \text{ nm}$, which is mainly ascribed to the instability of a piezoelectric positioner. The subnanometer scale drift and fluctuation are measured by forming a $\sim 20 \text{ nm}$-wide gap under the $12 \text{ nm}$-radius nanopipet tip based on ion transfer at the liquid/liquid interface. The isothermal chamber is useful for SECM and, potentially, for other scanning probe microscopes, where thermal-drift errors in vertical and lateral probe positioning are unavoidable by the feedback-control of the probe–substrate distance.

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) serves as a powerful nanoelectrochemical method with high spatial/time resolutions and superb sensitivity when a gap between tip and substrate is narrowed to nanometer scale. A nanoscale tip–substrate distance is required for operating a nanometer-sized SECM tip in the feedback mode to enable the imaging of substrate reactivity and/or topography with nanometer resolutions and the kinetic measurements of rapid charge-transfer reactions at metal nanotips or at liquid/liquid interfaces under high mass transport conditions. Also, nanoscale SECM allows for the positive-feedback detection of a single electroactive molecule, which repeatedly undergoes electron-transfer reactions at the nanotip held at a few nanometers from a conductive substrate. On the other hand, a micrometer-sized tip can be also used to form a nanogap over a much larger substrate as demonstrated in the kinetic study of rapid electron-transfer reactions. In addition to a higher mass transport condition, the advantage of the nanogap against a conventional micrometer-wide gap is that a transient electron-transfer reaction at a macroscopic substrate can be investigated in the wide range of substrate potentials under quasi-steady states in either feedback or substrate generation/tip collection mode. Moreover, an extremely short-lived intermediate can be generated and detected by forming a nanogap between two micrometer-sized electrodes with a thin insulating sheath.

Here, we report on the novel approach based on an isothermal chamber to dramatically and reproducibly slow down the thermal drift of nanometer scale tip–substrate gaps to subnanometer-per-minute levels, which are required for facilitating the aforementioned nanoscale applications of SECM or enabling them at a smaller scale. In fact, this work is the first to demonstrate that the minute-long stability of the nanogaps is limited to nanometer or submicrometer levels by the thermal expansion and contraction of components of an SECM stage as driven by a temperature change. In a previous SECM study, such a change in tip–substrate distance was ascribed to the drift of a piezoelectric positioner. Importantly, the thermal drift has been recognized as the origin of vertical and lateral image distortions and unstable nanomanipulation in other scanning probe microscopy techniques even when the probe–substrate distance is feedback-controlled. Currently, these problems due to thermal drift are unavoidable, unless a cryostat or fast scanning is employed, and are only correctable, thereby augmenting the significance of our approach for the reduction of thermal-drift errors in tip positioning to subnanometer levels.

The significant drift of tip–substrate distance in the ambient environment of our laboratory was confirmed without the isothermal chamber when a tip was positioned at a feedback...
distance of <1 μm from a substrate and the feedback tip current was measured without any lateral tip scan, which minimizes the effect of substrate tilt on the tip current. For instance, Figure 1a shows the time profile of a current response at a 0.44 μm-radius Pt tip with a 0.22 μm-thick glass sheath as fabricated elsewhere when the tip was brought to and positioned at 0.11 μm from the surface of a SiO2/Si wafer. The width of a tip–substrate gap, \( d \), as well as inner and outer tip radii (\( a \) and \( r_g \), respectively) were determined from the good fit of the tip current, \( i_T \), with the theoretical negative feedback current as given by

\[
\frac{i_T}{i_{T,\infty}} = \frac{2.08(1 + 0.025RG)}{RG} \left( \frac{L}{d} - \frac{0.165}{RG} \right) + 1.57 + \frac{lnRG}{L} + \frac{2}{\pi} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{RG}{a} \right)
\]

(1)

with

\[
i_{T,\infty} = 4kT\eta Dc a
\]

(2)

where \( RG = r_g/a \), \( L = d/a \), \( i_{T,\infty} \) is the diffusion-limited tip current in the bulk solution, \( x \) is a function of \( RG \), \( n \) is the number of transferred charges in the tip reaction, and \( D \) and \( c^* \) are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of the original mediator in the bulk solution. Noticeably, a tip approach rate of 83.3 nm/s was used to convert the tip–substrate distance in eq 1 to time in Figure 1a. As soon as the tip approach was stopped, the tip current gradually increased to nearly completely recover to \( i_{T,\infty} \) within ~10 min, where negative feedback effect became almost negligible. This result indicates that the tip–substrate gap became wider without moving a z-axis piezoelectric positioner. Quantitatively, the tip–substrate distance increased at ~100 nm/min in <10 min (Figure 1b) as calculated from the tip current using the following approximate equation for the inverse function of eq 1

\[
L = (2.35 \times 10^{-2} \exp(6.99i_T/i_{T,\infty}) - (3.5 \times 10^{-5}) \exp(13.3\sqrt{i_T/i_{T,\infty}})
\]

(3)

where \( RG = 1.5 \) was employed.

We repeatedly monitored the time profile of feedback tip current as the measure of tip–substrate distance without vertical or lateral tip scan on different days to find that the gap becomes either wider or narrower at drift rates in the wide range of 5–150 nm/min. Such drift rates were obtained using the 0.5 μm-radius tip of either Pt or interface between two immiscible electrolyte solutions (ITIES) at the tip of a micropipet. A total drift of up to 1 μm is too large to be ascribed to the hysteresis or creep of a piezoelectric positioner with a capacitive position sensor, which was operated in the closed-loop mode using an amplifier/servo controller. Similar drift rates were also obtained using an inchworm motor without closed-loop control (see Supporting Information). Overall, these results are consistent with our finding that the drift of tip–substrate distance is predominantly thermal (see below).

To suppress thermal drift, we developed an isothermal chamber (Figure 2) with a temperature stability of ~0.2 mK/min, which is comparable to that of ~250 mK for 24 h, i.e., ~0.17 mK/min, in the laboratory where the closed-loop piezoelectric positioner is calibrated by its manufacturer at the subnanometer scale. In fact, a ~10 cm-height SECM stage with a typical coefficient of linear thermal expansion in the order of \( 10^{-5} \) K\(^{-1}\) is expected to expand or contract only by 0.2 nm for a temperature change of 0.2 mK. Specifically, we thermally isolated an SECM stage from the ambient environment using the box of the vacuum insulated panels (VIPS) based on a porous solid with pore sizes ranging from 10 to 100 nm, which are ~5–8 times thermally more resistive than polystyrene and polyurethane foams with the same thickness. Additionally, the SECM stage was surrounded by extruded aluminum heat sinks to quickly absorb excess heat from air in the chamber, which was heated by an operator and an illumination during the setup of SECM tip and cell. Also, the opening of the SECM solution cell was sealed with a rubber cap only with a small hole for the insertion of an SECM tip (Figure S-1a, Supporting Information), thereby reducing cooling due to solvent evaporation. Finally, the chamber was closed with a VIP (Figure S-1b, Supporting Information) and then tightly sandwiched between aluminum plates (Figure S-1c, Supporting Information) to squeeze any gap between VIPs.

The stable air temperature in the chamber was determined using a thermometer with a high resolution of 0.1 mK. Upon the closure of the chamber, the temperature typically increased, reached to a plateau within 10 min, and decreased only at ~0.2

\[
\frac{i_T}{i_T} = \frac{2.08(1 + 0.025RG)}{RG} \left( \frac{L}{d} - \frac{0.165}{RG} \right) + 1.57 + \frac{lnRG}{L} + \frac{2}{\pi} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{RG}{a} \right)
\]

\[
i_{T,\infty} = 4kT\eta Dc a
\]

\[
L = (2.35 \times 10^{-2} \exp(6.99i_T/i_{T,\infty}) - (3.5 \times 10^{-5}) \exp(13.3\sqrt{i_T/i_{T,\infty}})
\]
mk/min for an hour (Figure 3). This decrease in the chamber temperature is likely due to the slow exchange of air between inside and outside of the chamber through gaps between VIPs and also through the holes for cables drilled in the neoprene foam (Figures 2 and S-1a, Supporting Information). On the other hand, the increase in the temperature upon the closure of the chamber is likely due to the self-heating of the thermometer, which is noticeable when air convection is suppressed in the closed chamber. The thermometer self-heating, however, was so local and weak that the stability of tip–substrate distance was unaffected by turning on or off the thermometer. Importantly, the achievement of the stable chamber temperature also requires the reduction of heating by an operator and the quick removal of the excess heat. Some care was taken (see Supporting Information for details) to minimize the temperature rise to 0.3 °C during the setting up of SECM tip and cell (Figure 3). After the operator completed the setup and left the chamber, the temperature quickly decreased because the excess heat in the chamber was absorbed by the aluminum heat sinks.

The subnanometer stability of a tip–substrate nanogap in the isothermal chamber was demonstrated using a nanopipet-supported ITIES tip (see Supporting Information for nanopipet fabrication and SECM measurements). In Figure 4a, an \( t_{\text{tip}} \) value of 52 pA is based on the transfer of tetraethylammonium across the ITIES formed at the tip of a 1,2-dichloroethane-filled nanopipet, thereby yielding a tip radius of 12 nm in eq 2 with a typical RG value of ~1.5. The tip inner and outer radii were also confirmed by the good fit of eq 1 with the nanopipet approach curve at the insulating substrate in Figure 4a, where a tip approach rate of 10.0 nm/s was used to convert the tip–substrate distance in eq 1 to time. After the tip was stopped at 22.3 nm from the SiO\(_2\)/Si wafer surface, the tip current decreased only by ~3 pA for 10 min, which is larger than the decrease of \( t_{\text{tip}} \) at the tip far away from a substrate (typically, a decrease of ~1.5 pA at a 12 nm-radius tip for 10 min). The tip current in Figure 4a was converted to the tip–substrate distance using eq 3 (Figure 4b) to estimate a decrease of 4.6 nm in the distance. A drift rate of ~0.44 nm/min was obtained from the linear fit of the distance versus time plot (red line in Figure 4b). Remarkably, this drift rate is 11–340 times lower than that without the chamber and is comparable to or better than that of 0.6–6 nm/min as reported for electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy. Noticeably, the subnanometer scale drift of a tip–substrate gap requires the operation of the piezoelectric positioner in the drift compensation mode, which eliminates the drift of digital-analog converters on the main board of the controller.

Eventually, the stability of a tip–substrate gap in the isothermal chamber is limited by the subnanometer scale fluctuation of the gap, which results in noisier tip current at feedback distances than in the bulk solution (Figure 4a). The corresponding distance fluctuation with respect to the best linear fit in Figure 4b gives a standard deviation of ±0.9 nm. This fluctuation is mainly ascribed to the instability of the piezoelectric positioner, where the capacitive sensor gave relative piezo positions with a standard deviation of ±0.4 nm (Figure S-2, Supporting Information). Such piezo fluctuation is negligible in comparison to typical tip–substrate distances of 0.1–1 μm at a 0.5 μm-radius tip, which is seen as smooth feedback current without a chamber in Figure 1. Subsequently, the feedback current at the 0.5 μm-radius tip of Pt or micropipet-supported ITIES in the isothermal chamber showed negligible drift and fluctuation (data not shown).

---

**CONCLUSIONS**

The subnanometer scale stability of tip–substrate nanogaps with a drift rate of ~0.4 nm/min and a fluctuation of ~0.9 nm was achieved using the newly developed isothermal chamber with a temperature drift rate of only ~0.2 mK/min. This achievement is highly significant for facilitating nanoscale SECM measurements or enabling them at the smaller scale. In contrast, the thermal drift of the gap width without the chamber is much larger and strongly depends on ambient conditions to vary in the wide range of 5–150 nm/min. This finding explains why the holding of a tip at a constant feedback distance of <1 μm for >1 min in imaging and voltammetry is sometimes very difficult in ambient conditions without the chamber. Thermal drift is much less problematic in approach curve measurements even with a <10 nm-radius tip, which travels the whole feedback distance within seconds. Noticeably, the thermal drift effect may be very different in other laboratories and with different SECM instruments and can be assessed simply by monitoring the feedback tip current without tip movement.

Our approach based on the isothermal chamber is robust and general because this approach is effective to tips and substrates with various sizes and materials. The thermal drift of a tip–substrate gap in this chamber will be further suppressible by better designing an SECM stage including its dimensions and

---

**Figure 3.** Time profile of air temperature in the isothermal chamber.

**Figure 4.** Time profile of (a) the tip current based on the transfer of 10 mM tetraethylammonium in 0.3 M KCl and (b) the corresponding tip–substrate gap width calculated using eq 3. Chamber temperature drifted at ~0.2 mK/min during the current measurement.
compositions while a more stable piezoelectric positioning system is required for the reduction of gap fluctuation. Noticeably, maintaining a constant tip–substrate distance using a distance-dependent feedback signal can not avoid lateral and topographic distortions of an image due to thermal drift.\textsuperscript{21,22} Our isothermal chamber will be useful for the reduction of thermal drift in various scanning probe microscopic techniques and also for such isothermal measurements as the long-term measurement of the temperature-sensitive resonance frequency of a quartz crystal microbalance.\textsuperscript{35}
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